Dusterberry #3

Q1 What do you like about the Sunburst Concept?
Answered: 48

Skipped: 20

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

This design feels the most open. This is very important for any park. I like the Nature play area, the
idea of creating fallen logs and rock-like objects to climb on is great.

4/1/2019 8:28 AM

2

The plaza is the center piece with lots of seating and interactive art. The nature play area and kids
play areas are well placed. Large informal play area is good but should be natural grass.

3/31/2019 10:56 PM

3

the dedicated turf field

3/31/2019 9:41 PM

4

It looks fun and cheery, inviting. Full basketball court

3/31/2019 7:18 PM

5

I like the nature play area - great idea to use fallen logs and rocks look-a likes to climb on. The
other playground is good sized.

3/31/2019 6:14 PM

6

Entryway flowering trees

3/31/2019 1:23 AM

7

A park

3/30/2019 10:21 PM

8

Overall this design is the most visually appealing and eye catching. I love the nature play activity
area, and the turf meadow areas with ornamental boulders.

3/30/2019 9:05 PM

9

I like the incorporation of the drop in library

3/30/2019 6:10 PM

10

Full basketball courts

3/30/2019 12:01 AM

11

Lots of trees

3/29/2019 9:36 PM

12

Lots of play area especially nature play area.

3/29/2019 7:13 PM

13

like the basketball court!!

3/29/2019 5:13 PM

14

I like the design of the backlot's full-court and mural. This stays consistent with the automotive's
mural that's across the street. The Sunburst is attractive and visible to drivers nearby, which is
very appealing.

3/29/2019 4:49 PM

15

Lots of greenery and play areas. Love the drop in library.

3/29/2019 4:19 PM

16

I like the open plaza at the corner. I like the sunburst design, but not the yingyang.

3/29/2019 12:56 PM

17

The aesthetics

3/26/2019 10:27 PM

18

A concrete split rail fence along Westminster. The separation of adult fitness area and kids playarea. The decoration of the wall and the placement of the basketball court. It also looks more
attractive than the other themes.

3/22/2019 6:28 PM

19

The park feels big and open

3/21/2019 11:11 PM

20

I like the pathway/sidewalk away from the street. I like the ample open play grassy area and the
basketball court.

3/21/2019 8:00 PM

21

Use of trees in the park

3/21/2019 5:55 PM

22

Open area in the Center and trees only on the outeredges. Gives the feeling of a larger park.

3/21/2019 5:21 PM

23

Neighborhood library book share Shaded canopy area

3/21/2019 5:06 PM

24

2 different areas for play. Full basketball court and the circular design so we can potentially walk in
circles for excercise and chatting.

3/21/2019 4:54 PM

25

Liked the tall walls

3/16/2019 10:26 PM
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a. entries off the crosswalks make much more sense than a single entry off Peralta...but there
should still be a large piece of artwork that faces Peralta traffic because that is a nice beautification
for the neighborhood. b. flowering trees lining the entry walks & surrounding gathering area. c.
picnic areas near nature/quiet area at back corner. d. I like the cleaner aspect along Westminster
with its own entrance directly to the kiddie play areas. e. I love the drop-in library/bookshare
idea....but not near the kiddie play where moms are mostly watching kids / chatting....it should be
near the back corner where quiet sitters will be. Also....it shouldn't be so near the street where it
may be more noticeable, tempting & vulnerable to random teen nonsense.

3/16/2019 3:43 PM

27

natural, library book, play area

3/12/2019 11:12 PM

28

Wow. I really like this one. Lots going on. I can see myself walking the pathway and seeing varied
and different views and stuff to do. Nature play, great idea! Fencing barrier between play and the
street.

3/9/2019 8:01 PM

29

The natural play area is a fantastic addition not only for kids play, but for just a 'naturally wild'
space that I would enjoy as an adult. Sunburst up front is a great welcome into the park. Overall
the park feels like it creates a lot of different interesting spaces that are appealing. Lots of trees
are good.

3/9/2019 11:41 AM

30

the colorful entry

3/9/2019 10:20 AM

31

Full size basketball court, jogging circumference, path has mostly smooth corners

3/8/2019 11:48 AM

32

this is my second favorite concept, but...

3/8/2019 10:39 AM

33

The greenery

3/8/2019 10:31 AM

34

Book sharing, screening from auto works and theme

3/8/2019 9:55 AM

35

To crowded, please a simple park, lots of seniors live close bye, where do they go????

3/8/2019 9:45 AM

36

I like this concept better than the other two plans

3/8/2019 8:35 AM

37

Like bbq area, like having a bb court, like seat walls. I like the looks of this one with the sunburst.

3/7/2019 11:48 PM

38

I like the basketball court

3/7/2019 10:15 PM

39

Dont like it

3/7/2019 8:23 PM

40

This is good

3/7/2019 6:58 PM

41

Undeveloped natural path and play area, minor Westminster entrance, sunburst concrete design.
Would art be too small for plinths?

3/7/2019 6:26 PM

42

I love the nature path in the corner. seems like the idea is to have a small water body with a bridge
for kids to enjoy.

3/7/2019 5:40 PM

43

The library, natural play area, screen wall, offset from streets and peace sign.

3/7/2019 5:32 PM

44

Simple, open and cohesive theme

3/7/2019 5:27 PM

45

Nature play area looks super fun

3/7/2019 5:08 PM

46

1. BBQ areas are a great idea. 2. The log/rock natural play area is also excellent. 3. Great idea on
the wall mural.

3/7/2019 5:07 PM

47

The plaza looks to be a center piece that would attract the people and make a big statement. The
space management is well done.

3/6/2019 9:47 PM

48

none

3/6/2019 5:55 PM

Q2 What do you dislike about the Sunburst Concept?
Answered: 46

#

RESPONSES

Skipped: 22

DATE
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1

Make sure the trees are far enough apart and high enough to see the park from the street, and to
be able to walk between them to get in. Parks are very informal and visitors should be able to stroll
in almost everywhere. The rendering shows the Nature play area blocked by too many trees, for
visual and safety reasons. The bioretention area needs to be on the other side of the basketball
court. don't separate the court from the walkway as shown here.

4/1/2019 8:28 AM

2

Adult fitness area is small. Too much fencing affects openness of park.

3/31/2019 10:56 PM

3

less of park had sitting

3/31/2019 9:41 PM

4

Still like the Railroad theme for keeping the history of Centerville

3/31/2019 7:18 PM

5

The bio treatment area should be on the other side of the court, not between court and walkway.
Again, it looks like there are too many trees, especially at the street, and surrounding walkway at
the sunburst. People need to be able to see beyond the area they are currently at. And in the
image, trees are hiding the nature play area. Bad for useage and safety. Some benches are
needed along the main walkway, some in the sun, some in the shade. The benches need to have
backs. Can you leave a few smaller gaps in the split rail fence-for walking through? Same with any
shrub areas.

3/31/2019 6:14 PM

6

Too little dedicated space for gathering

3/31/2019 1:23 AM

7

Too many sports themed parks

3/30/2019 10:21 PM

8

Prefer multiple hoops, or two half courts over the full basketball court concept.

3/30/2019 9:05 PM

9

Has smaller adult fitness areas than the other plans

3/30/2019 6:10 PM

10

The rocky play area I don't think will be good.

3/30/2019 12:01 AM

11

Disjointed design... too many random, unrelated theme elements. Feels ‘designed by committee”

3/29/2019 9:36 PM

12

Would like more shade over courtyard and playground.

3/29/2019 7:13 PM

13

I don't like how rigid the open play area looks. I think it should be easily adapted to host other
sports other than soccer. The Sunburst is also a random symbol unrelated to the context.

3/29/2019 4:49 PM

14

Not enough trees, doesn't attract me in from outside.

3/29/2019 12:56 PM

15

no dislikes

3/22/2019 6:28 PM

16

Nothing to dislike

3/21/2019 11:11 PM

17

I don't appreciate the adult fitness concept. Most people would go to a fully equipped gym. Most
health plans include gym membership now. The other main concern is the lack of availability in the
winter and at night. Retaining all or part of the buildings makes sense to me. The buildings could
also be used for group meetings/ gatherings and table top sports or even indoor basketball. I
cannot support moving the unsightly site screen to this location. It is not attractive in it's present
location and it won't improve any other location. The book share idea is really obsolete. Again it
would be of little use in the winter or at night.

3/21/2019 8:00 PM

18

I don't prefer to have a full court basketball court. Maybe something more informal like a 1/2 court
set up. It currently takes up too much of the part. Should have more for children't play.

3/21/2019 5:55 PM

19

The entrance on the Westminster side

3/21/2019 5:21 PM

20

Full basketball court seems like an overkill and then the middle open play area will never end up
being used if two groups are using the baskets. Picnic area is small Kids plagrounds is combined
and relatively smaller compared to rose design

3/21/2019 5:06 PM

21

I don’t see a parking plan.

3/21/2019 4:54 PM

22

Its nice to have 2 half courts of basketball than one full court so multipe group of kids can play

3/16/2019 10:26 PM
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a. raised plinth/planter area in gathering place is a problem for gatherings...rather, have the plinth
forward at the street level, in that meadow area facing Peralta...and put a big piece of artwork
there. Gathering area should have a small "podium" plinth for an occasional speaker at a
neighborhood gathering. You know, like when a Human Relations Commissioner (:-D) has to
come out to a spontaneous gathering of citizens when bad things happen in our country. :-( b. don't
really need adult fitness area but if you MUST have one...this is the best location....but who wants
to picnic beside a bunch of sweaty exercisers? I would spread the tables elsewhere throughout the
park. With shade. c. I have no need for a basketball court, and this park is too small to support that
space....there is no shortage of courts at much bigger parks which are, frankly, mostly unused, in
my observation. d. a little unsure about the re-purposed "screen" walls from Capitol...need to see
picture. Some of the temporary stuff around the gathering space at Capitol is quite ugly & obviously
cheap-looking. Sorry. e. large grass play area needs many trees on its lower perimeter to shade &
distance the quieter nature area in the back corner. The loop pathway needs as much shade as
possible for people who want to walk all around more than once, since the laps are so small. This
park is very vulnerable to mid-to-late afternoon sun which should be kept in mind.

3/16/2019 3:43 PM

24

no play area for smaller kids

3/12/2019 11:12 PM

25

Picnic area near the adult fitness, adult fitness next to street. I would be uncomfortable using
equipment along street, not liking the aspect of being watched while I exercise. Children play area
seems massive. Don't want a tall vertical net feature. Don't like the tall, pointy, vertical trees. They
block the sunlight,

3/9/2019 8:01 PM

26

Have to enter into the park to move from Dusterberry to Peralta. Would be nice to keep the
sidewalk edge along the street.

3/9/2019 11:41 AM

27

basketball will be a noise pollution for neighbors. Play structures are too close the roads. Not a
safe design.

3/9/2019 10:20 AM

28

More exercise equipment

3/8/2019 11:55 PM

29

I don't really like this design.

3/8/2019 7:51 PM

30

doesnt seem like a big playground

3/8/2019 2:04 PM

31

Marking the "open play turf area" as an athletic field with fear that this will bring team-play that will
use the majority of the grass area. The use of "bark mulch surfacing," my memories of this type of
surface is not good and I think you can keep the "nature" theme of this play area and still use a
softer synthetic surface (maybe brown).

3/8/2019 11:48 AM

32

i really really really do not like the yin yang.

3/8/2019 10:39 AM

33

minor entry from westminster. That is a street lined with houses. Gives no privacy to residents.

3/8/2019 10:31 AM

34

Wat to much stuff

3/8/2019 9:45 AM

35

The entrance to the park from Westminster Cir. Parking for the residents will be a problem if there
is an entrance to the park from the Westminster Circle side.

3/8/2019 7:39 AM

36

I don't like the basketball court as it will be very noisy for the neighbors. I live in westminster. I don't
like the BBQ as it is fire danger for the neighbors.

3/7/2019 9:40 PM

37

Play structure seems small, seating area looks small, no bathrooms, playground close to the street

3/7/2019 8:23 PM

38

Nothing as such

3/7/2019 6:58 PM

39

Not having a sunken play area- could it be fenced?

3/7/2019 6:43 PM

40

I dont see a dedicated play area with slides and stuff for kids. maybe its not clear in the map.

3/7/2019 5:40 PM

41

The huge turf in the middle.

3/7/2019 5:32 PM

42

The sunburst art

3/7/2019 5:27 PM

43

No water feature for summer play

3/7/2019 5:08 PM

44

1. Don't like the basketball courts. The basketball court will encourage a small, narrow
demographic (usually teenage and young adult males) which would be find in a bigger park, but I'd
prefer not have overly specialized areas at this park unless the specialized feature suites a large
demographic (such as the child play area which is very specialized but suites a large percentage
of park users). 2. Don't like the children play area off to the side. It would be better in the middle
since Women by en large are the ones taking their kids to playgrounds and it's best not to isolate
them to the margins but instead have them at the center of the park.

3/7/2019 5:07 PM
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Only one large open area and limited adult fitness area.

3/6/2019 9:47 PM

46

basketball court as it will be very noisy for the neighbors. I live in westminster and I don't want
basketball court. Also I don't want BBQ as it is fire danger and carcinogen.

3/6/2019 5:55 PM

Q3 Any comments about the Sunburst Concept?
Answered: 27

Skipped: 41

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

This is probably the best version of the three. The areas feel most open, and there is good variety
of uses.

4/1/2019 8:28 AM

2

Overall well designed and inviting concept.

3/31/2019 10:56 PM

3

See above

3/31/2019 6:14 PM

4

Not quite sure if there is a need for such a wide turf area.

3/31/2019 1:23 AM

5

No

3/30/2019 10:21 PM

6

Not really into the sports themed walls. Would rather seem some historic photos of Centerville.
Would love to see a water element, like a creek bed. Also, a play structure for kids 5 and under. At
the least, a set of four swings - two for infants/toddlers and two regular.

3/30/2019 9:05 PM

7

Not a fan.

3/29/2019 9:36 PM

8

I think the shaded canopies should act as the "Sunburst" that revolve around some part of the
space with a beautiful palate of colors.

3/29/2019 4:49 PM

9

No full basketball court

3/29/2019 12:56 PM

10

Sunburst is our first choice

3/22/2019 6:28 PM

11

Amazing concept

3/21/2019 11:11 PM

12

I would like to see the sunburst as functional art. A climbing apparatus the same style solar flares
emanating from the domed core would be unusual and attractive.

3/21/2019 8:00 PM

13

Should have more emphasis on use by children. Playground is on the smaller side

3/21/2019 5:55 PM

14

- Add motion sensor lighting - add trash cans - add signs of “No smoking, No trash”

3/21/2019 5:21 PM

15

I like the idea and design.

3/21/2019 4:54 PM

16

1. Can Motion sensor floodlights be added to the plan ? 2. Can - “No smoking” signs be added to
the plan and also “No littering”

3/10/2019 7:37 AM

17

Can the nature play be bigger and maybe closer to street? Back corner seems like not the right
spot.

3/9/2019 8:01 PM

18

Like this design the most.

3/9/2019 11:41 AM

19

doesn't feel that it is a safer design.

3/9/2019 10:20 AM

20

I like this one

3/8/2019 11:55 PM

21

I guess this applies to all concepts. The use of "specialty paving" at the entryways, this can make it
difficult for wheelchairs to enter the park. I don't know if this is the case but it the rendering makes
it look as though the paths through the park are more narrow in this concept. I think these need to
be at least wide enough for a park ranger truck to drive to make it easy to pick up the trash.

3/8/2019 11:48 AM

22

Westminster cir is anyways busy during weekdays due to DMV traffic. Lets try not to make it
chaotic with additional park traffic with providing entrance there.

3/8/2019 10:31 AM

23

please a simple quiet park !!!

3/8/2019 9:45 AM
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Please include an enclosed dog play area to provide off leash playtime for our furry friends. The
closest dog park for centerville is in central park. The number of families with pets is increasing in
our community and we need more places to take them off leash. This will also ensure walkways
are clean. A dog park also encourages kids to engage with animals and provide another
socializing opportunity.

3/7/2019 11:11 PM

25

this feels like a concept to encourage sports like basketball and football. but its missing a good play
area for kids to interact with. I also did not see a lot of park benches and party area.

3/7/2019 5:40 PM

26

There should be a community garden space and reduce the turf in the middle.

3/7/2019 5:32 PM

27

This is the best of the 3 designs.

3/6/2019 9:47 PM

Q4 What do you like about the Rose Gate Concept?
Answered: 51

Skipped: 17

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I like the big open grassy area - makes for many uses. The walkway around and through the park
is good. nice sized playgrounds for the children

4/1/2019 8:27 AM

2

The sail shape for kids area is a good idea.

3/31/2019 11:04 PM

3

ok, first one I have seen. I like everything about it. The concept is amazing. I love the varied
seating areas throughout the entire park, the openers and varied areas with sports, play, and park
areas

3/31/2019 9:37 PM

4

Has a nice flow

3/31/2019 7:18 PM

5

Like the multiple paved access points and the large grassy areas

3/31/2019 5:51 PM

6

Dedicated play areas for each play group

3/31/2019 1:35 AM

7

Kids play area Lawn area Art / mural wall

3/31/2019 12:28 AM

8

Playgrounds

3/30/2019 10:20 PM

9

Decomposed granite is nice, as is the book station being closer to the edge of the park. I like the
idea of a nice central gathering space. Shade sails are wonderful.

3/30/2019 9:14 PM

10

Love all the elements it incorporates

3/30/2019 6:09 PM

11

Play area

3/30/2019 9:29 AM

12

Open field

3/30/2019 12:00 AM

13

I like the two 1/2 basketball courts much better than one large one. Allows for more people to
shoot hoops than the court taken over by one group.

3/29/2019 9:43 PM

14

Shaded playground; the two age groups are separated yet still close enough for one parent to
supervise; step down lawn is interesting and adds more seating

3/29/2019 7:16 PM

15

Basketball Courts and adult fitness area

3/29/2019 5:12 PM

16

I like how the plan respects the street radius and centralizes the plaza. I also like the diversity in
activities packed into park.

3/29/2019 4:48 PM

17

I like that it's very focused on greenery and it's an open plan with lots of connecting paths.

3/29/2019 4:12 PM

18

I love climbing roses, but will people walk into the thorns? Isn't it very high maintenance? Will other
roses be like a show garden with different kinds of roses and signage like the San Jose Rose
Garden? I like that.

3/29/2019 12:59 PM

19

The whole concept has neighborhood park like feel to it

3/21/2019 11:08 PM

20

I like the berms, the interior path, play areas

3/21/2019 8:05 PM

21

Has all of the elements I had hoped for

3/21/2019 5:57 PM

22

Looks very functional. I like the outdoor classroom seating.

3/21/2019 4:58 PM
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Basketsball courts Separated play areas by age Adult fitness area Picnic area Informal and play
area It covers mainly everything I would want to see in the park

3/21/2019 4:54 PM

24

The basketball courts are set apart from the "heart" of the park area. Group picnic area Adult
fitness area

3/21/2019 4:11 PM

25

Basketball courts

3/16/2019 10:22 PM

26

a. placement & configuration of gathering area b. play area entrance from Westminster

3/16/2019 3:50 PM

27

concept, art piece, lot of play area for all age group

3/12/2019 11:15 PM

28

Two separate lawns with different uses, the separate play areas with picnic nearby. I can sit here
and watch my kids play. Different experiences in different areas of the park. Entrance arbor nice,
add vines. Like the planting area along the streets adding distance from street.

3/9/2019 7:50 PM

29

Simple park. Like the looped trails. Like the two turf areas, one active, one quiet. Like that I can
see the sunset from the back of the park, looking across the park.

3/9/2019 11:49 AM

30

Open field for play.

3/9/2019 10:26 AM

31

Plenty of play space

3/8/2019 2:03 PM

32

i like it alot!

3/8/2019 1:03 PM

33

Nice layout, trees, shade, large play area, path around the park

3/8/2019 11:25 AM

34

this is my favorite concept and not much i did not like

3/8/2019 10:38 AM

35

Its okay

3/8/2019 10:27 AM

36

Everything

3/8/2019 9:51 AM

37

Not much, who is the park for? It is too small to satisfie all.

3/8/2019 9:43 AM

38

- Seperate Play Areas for 2-5 & 5-12 - basket ball courts - book sharing

3/8/2019 8:27 AM

39

Like the 2 grassy areas one smaller and more intimate. Like bbq areas.

3/7/2019 11:48 PM

40

I like it

3/7/2019 10:13 PM

41

Picnic areas, Adult fitness area, open lawn area

3/7/2019 9:25 PM

42

The shade over play area

3/7/2019 8:22 PM

43

The open grass area

3/7/2019 5:38 PM

44

The 1/2 basketball courts, informal play area, keeping the original trees, and rose garden.

3/7/2019 5:35 PM

45

I am surprised at how much we are incorporating into the space. Its nice we have the play are for
kids of all ages.

3/7/2019 5:35 PM

46

It seems like there is something for everyone, every age group.

3/7/2019 5:27 PM

47

Sounds soothing.

3/7/2019 5:21 PM

48

1. The sunken passive lawn area with stepped seating is perfect. Lots of tall trees all around it will
ensure a relaxing place to sit. 2. I like that the original trees along the street are kept. 3. I like the
side like being preserved parallel to the new paths on the other side of the berm. 4. the book
sharing library is awesome and I'll use it.

3/7/2019 5:11 PM

49

Not much... Toddler play area is a nice idea, but in practice can be over-run with bigger kids and
become less useful

3/7/2019 5:09 PM

50

Two large open spaces with lot of visibility across the park.

3/6/2019 9:52 PM

51

none

3/6/2019 5:52 PM

Q5 What do you dislike about the Rose Gate Concept?
Answered: 46
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Can you turn the basketball hoops into a full-court opportunity? It provides for more options. The
wall mural can still be there.

4/1/2019 8:27 AM

2

The plaza area seems to have lots of wasted space and trellis are not a good choice. Adult fitness
area is too small. Picnic tables are concentrated in one section only. Sunken lawn area at the back
is security concern.

3/31/2019 11:04 PM

3

net climber..have always found these to be dangerous

3/31/2019 9:37 PM

4

It does not have the charming old time quality of the Railroad themed layout. Lacks real character

3/31/2019 7:18 PM

5

I think there may be too many trees on the perimeter. A park should be visibly inviting and allow
people going past to see the opportunities available there. We need to leave larger spaces. The
basketball hoops would be better turned to the sides to create a full court for more versatility.
There can still be a mural on the wall. In the step down area, how will it be drained? Otherwise it
will be unusable every time it rains or is watered.

3/31/2019 5:51 PM

6

Less shady compared to other two plans

3/31/2019 1:35 AM

7

Looks like too many others

3/30/2019 10:20 PM

8

Just not a fun design. Roses can already be explored at Cal Nursery or Shinn Park. I'm really into
the railroad / orchard idea of the Railroad design.

3/30/2019 9:14 PM

9

seems to have less green space than railroad concept

3/30/2019 6:09 PM

10

The picnic area is too close to housing

3/30/2019 12:00 AM

11

Seems more generic, no real connection with Centerville history

3/29/2019 9:43 PM

12

I'm unsure where the idea of the "rose" comes from. While it's beautiful, I still think there should be
more connections with the local context.

3/29/2019 4:48 PM

13

Nothing

3/29/2019 4:12 PM

14

Not enough trees, too open, too much basketball, the lawn with steps is like a wet pit.

3/29/2019 12:59 PM

15

None

3/21/2019 11:08 PM

16

I am not a fan of decomposed granite. My main objection is that it migrates onto hard surfaces and
becomes slippery. I can't support a rose garden because of the maintenance required. the trellis
likewise. I don't care for the grass areas separated. The site is a bit chopped up already. Having a
sunken grassy area is going to end up as a sump. The whole of the grassy area needs to drain to
the perimeter. I would like to see the focal art piece to be usable as something to climb on as well.
Saving the existing trees is not a good idea. The trees are very messy and too close to the street
to provide shade or sitting under.

3/21/2019 8:05 PM

17

I don't think we need 2 1/2 court basketball courts. Just 1 would suffice

3/21/2019 5:57 PM

18

Please consider the possibility of removing the entrance from the Westminster side.

3/21/2019 5:22 PM

19

No parking plan.

3/21/2019 4:58 PM

20

None

3/21/2019 4:54 PM

21

Lack of handicap parking?

3/21/2019 4:11 PM

22

It will great to have courts for few more sports like tennis court, small soccer field etc

3/16/2019 10:22 PM

23

a. don't need basketball courts but if you MUST, then just one half-court should be enough. b.
back corner grassy area too big & open. other designs are better, more secluded. c. utter
deficiency of trees around entrance & gathering area d. don't need adult fitness area but if you
MUST, this one is in the totally wrong place. e. I don't like the looping path to take up the very back
corner....it should go in front of the corner, as in the sunburst park, where the seated & play area
has got the best part of the back corner with a path crossing in front of it which creates buffer with
the open spaces. And of course it needs lots of trees to protect from afternoon sun.

3/16/2019 3:50 PM

24

no picnic area

3/12/2019 11:15 PM

25

Too much paving area. Will the back corner with the stepped down seating not be a homeless
magnet?

3/9/2019 7:50 PM
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26

It needs more trees and no sidewalk along the road. Quiet area is nice but how do you stop the
homeless from hanging out in the back corner? Play area seems massive. How do you keep the
kids from running into each other.

3/9/2019 11:49 AM

27

Rose is expensive to maintain. Basketball will be a huge noise pollution for neighbors. play
structures are too close to street and not safe. Westminster is a busy street due to DMV. even on
week ends, many cars come in for training.

3/9/2019 10:26 AM

28

It is bare and plain

3/8/2019 11:56 PM

29

Not much open seating near the playground itself.

3/8/2019 2:03 PM

30

can't find much to dislike, its is very nice

3/8/2019 1:03 PM

31

Two half-court basketball courts instead of one. The top of the "outdoor classroom / step-down
seating" leads to the pathway instead of a stage/performance area. Sharp turns from sidewalk to
walking path near the Dusterberry/Peralta crosswalk (if one wants to jog around park they will have
difficulty navigating this or (more likely imo) will cut across the grass to smooth out this corner
cutting a dirt/mud path through the grass

3/8/2019 11:25 AM

32

multiple entry points

3/8/2019 10:27 AM

33

Please, a Quiet Park, low activity, a place that is welcoming to seniors. I think you are cramming to
much stuff in a small area.

3/8/2019 9:43 AM

34

Please do consider removing the entrance from the Westminster Circle.

3/8/2019 8:27 AM

35

Please consider removing the entrance to the park from the Westminster Circle

3/8/2019 7:42 AM

36

don't like the basketball court as it will be very noisy for the neighbors. Don't plan any big trees
close to my house backyard wall as it will affect my wall. I live in westminster.

3/7/2019 9:43 PM

37

Nothing

3/7/2019 9:25 PM

38

That the playground is so close to the street, doesnt look like a lot of seating, no bathrooms

3/7/2019 8:22 PM

39

A lot of lawn.

3/7/2019 6:31 PM

40

The entrance area is too big.

3/7/2019 5:35 PM

41

I wonder if the space for kids area is enough. I anticipate a lot of children in the neighborhood.
Maybe the scale is deceiving.

3/7/2019 5:35 PM

42

Nothing

3/7/2019 5:27 PM

43

1. The open informal lawn area is a little too big. It is best to discourage sporting activities since
they are by far dominated by men which creates an imbalanced use and atmosphere at the park.
2. Prefer to removed the basketball courts and have more seating and garden like plant varieties to
walk or sit around.

3/7/2019 5:11 PM

44

Fremont has tons of wide open fields already. We need more active places for kids to play.

3/7/2019 5:09 PM

45

Adult fitness area is too small and picnic areas are not shaded.

3/6/2019 9:52 PM

46

basketball court as it will be very noisy for the neighbors. I don't want basketball court. I live in
westminster.

3/6/2019 5:52 PM

Q6 Any comments about the Rose Gate Concept?
Answered: 28

Skipped: 40

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Where there are concrete seat wall, there also need to be some benches with backs. And they
need to be made of something other than concrete.

4/1/2019 8:27 AM

2

The concept seems weak and leaves a lot to desire.

3/31/2019 11:04 PM

3

See above

3/31/2019 5:51 PM

4

Nice concept. Inclusive of all requirements of locales

3/31/2019 1:35 AM
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5

No

3/30/2019 10:20 PM

6

Would like to see picnic tables and a couple BBQ pits in whatever design concept is finalized.

3/30/2019 9:14 PM

7

This would be my second choice of the three concepts, but the railroad concept is far and away
the best design in my opinion.

3/29/2019 9:43 PM

8

I like how the Rose Gate concept breaks the rigidity of the automotive and residential lots. The
free-flowing paths make it nice to jog around for exercise. Also, the half-courts for basketball are a
good compromise for that tiny strip of space.

3/29/2019 4:48 PM

9

I like the front part if the roses will be very nice.

3/29/2019 12:59 PM

10

None

3/21/2019 11:08 PM

11

The rose gate concept takes too much space that could be used for other activities. I see rose
trellis inspired climbing apparatus spread about that area.

3/21/2019 8:05 PM

12

I like it

3/21/2019 5:57 PM

13

- Add motion sensor lighting - add trash cans - add signs of “No smoking, No trash”

3/21/2019 5:22 PM

14

This one is much simpler than the sunburst theme. I would imagine cost would be less too.

3/21/2019 4:58 PM

15

Well done.

3/21/2019 4:11 PM

16

Its good

3/16/2019 10:22 PM

17

Overall appearance is kinda meh, even though so many components are placed well.

3/16/2019 3:50 PM

18

1. Can Motion sensor floodlights be added to the plan ? 2. Can - “No smoking” signs be added to
the plan and also “No littering”

3/10/2019 7:37 AM

19

Have all the pathways lined with trees. Not specific to this design, why do we need a large plaza
area in a neighborhood park? More seating areas along the path.

3/9/2019 7:50 PM

20

I like the idea of the rose garden up front. But use other flowering vines and plants. Also, not sure
how many people would hang out in this area.

3/9/2019 11:49 AM

21

doesn't feel safe due to play structures being too close to street.

3/9/2019 10:26 AM

22

Overall a very nice design and I would be happy to see this concept adopted

3/8/2019 11:25 AM

23

none

3/8/2019 10:27 AM

24

You are trying to satisfied everyone. The Park is SMALL. You are cramming to much stuff there.
Please a quiet Park amongst all the hubbub

3/8/2019 9:43 AM

25

Love the name “Rose Gate”

3/8/2019 8:27 AM

26

There is nothing to connect it to Centerville history.

3/7/2019 5:35 PM

27

Not in favor.

3/7/2019 5:09 PM

28

Please ensure that there are rose plants if its called rose gate.

3/6/2019 9:52 PM

Q7 What do you like about the Railroad Concept?
Answered: 48

Skipped: 20

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The walkway around the perimeter of the park, with multiple benches to sit and soak up the sun
and enjoy the play along the way.

4/1/2019 8:28 AM

2

The theme gives character to the park. Lots of natural areas and trees make the park inviting and
not just concrete themed.

3/31/2019 11:10 PM

3

the walkway all around

3/31/2019 9:39 PM

4

I love that this plan honors the old history of the Train station and the mural.

3/31/2019 7:18 PM

5

Love that existing trees can be retained. Has play area dedicated for all age groups

3/31/2019 1:30 AM
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6

All the trees and the specific areas

3/30/2019 10:18 PM

7

I love everything about this design. The theme, the history, the railroad paving at the main
entrace... all of it. Would like to see more natural elements incorporated, as in the sunburn design
(fallen logs, etc..) - this is my favorite overall concept. I think the history will draw people to this
park. The play structures for the little kids -- awesome!

3/30/2019 9:10 PM

8

Looks great! I like that they were able to incorporate elements for children and adults in an open
space

3/30/2019 6:07 PM

9

Existing trees left in place and no direct entrance from Westminster.

3/30/2019 9:26 AM

10

I love that the railroad has been incorporated.

3/30/2019 12:02 AM

11

This is a very nice design that incorporates some local history in a peaceful, well designed
suburban park.

3/29/2019 9:39 PM

12

Train theme, allee, sunken playground, berms

3/29/2019 7:28 PM

13

I love the narrative behind the railroad concept, especially that it's near the Centerville train station.
The wide linear path could be an interesting way to invite skateboarders to utilize the space as a
performance strip. I also like the idea of the looped path and the "depot" stops.

3/29/2019 4:49 PM

14

I like that it's very focused on greenery with shaded areas and benches.

3/29/2019 4:17 PM

15

I like the entry from the road and highlighted artwork, the large childrens play area, and adult play
area, but can they be combined? I like the trees and connection of the different spaces.

3/29/2019 1:02 PM

16

Feels like Centerville

3/21/2019 11:10 PM

17

I like the berms, kids like running up an down them. I like the looped perimeter path.

3/21/2019 8:05 PM

18

Plenty of adult exercise options AND children play areas

3/21/2019 5:58 PM

19

I like the railroad theme. The different areas are very separate of the others.

3/21/2019 5:00 PM

20

The main entrance with double rows trees, great scenic entrance and focal point

3/21/2019 4:59 PM

21

I love the overall theme and formal tree lined entranceway. Great design.

3/21/2019 4:16 PM

22

Nothing

3/16/2019 10:27 PM

23

a. quiet space in that back corner b. keeping the street trees there c. double row of trees lining
entry d. artwork facing Peralta e. seatwalls surrounding play areas f. berms & sidewalk to create
buffer g. sunken play areas h. perimeter of looped pathways i. dispersed & variable-sized picnic
areas j. native plantings

3/16/2019 3:22 PM

24

concept, lot of play area for all age group

3/12/2019 11:18 PM

25

Kept the existing trees. Tree planting in random and formal arrangements. Picnic areas away from
the resident homes. Mounding, I think this happens in all three plans, interesting idea. Will the
pathways also take advantage of mounding?

3/9/2019 8:21 PM

26

Mounding is a good idea which I think occurs in all the plans.

3/9/2019 11:57 AM

27

Excellent Railroad theme. Showcases the rich history of Fremont. Depot Stations are fun. Native
plants will be a great education and excite kids. Informal play and grassfield is awesome.

3/9/2019 10:13 AM

28

Aesthetically pleasing. Has more fitness equipment.

3/8/2019 11:57 PM

29

i love that it honors Fremont roots! also the idea of having more trees will slightly very slightly help
the CO2 levels and that is something we really need. In the summer especially if there is a
heatwave, there needs to be alot of shade and greenery

3/8/2019 7:51 PM

30

sunken in playground

3/8/2019 2:06 PM

31

Large adult fitness area!! Gentle bends of perimeter pathway all the way around. Playgrounds
being "sunken." Railroad theme. Sidewalk pulled in from street.

3/8/2019 12:02 PM

32

The theme that truly reflects Fremont's railroads

3/8/2019 10:26 AM

33

Theme

3/8/2019 9:53 AM

34

How about a simple Park that doesn't attract the homeless

3/8/2019 9:48 AM
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35

Lots of trees

3/8/2019 7:55 AM

36

Railroad theme. Lots of sitting areas, multiple grass areas

3/7/2019 11:40 PM

37

All the design in Railroad concept is very good.

3/7/2019 9:37 PM

38

Large adult fitness area Informal play grass field

3/7/2019 9:27 PM

39

My favorite one, love the playground design being sunken, and the walk way path

3/7/2019 8:22 PM

40

I am ok.

3/7/2019 6:56 PM

41

Fremont history, sunken play areas (safety for little ones)

3/7/2019 6:42 PM

42

The sunken playgrounds with berms, picnic area proximity to playground (easy for parents to enjoy
too), strong entry, great flow in the design, best distribution of trees.

3/7/2019 6:29 PM

43

i like the walking path around the park. I like that every section has its privacy. the kids play in one
area. the kids who want to play soccer have their section. adults have their space to work out.

3/7/2019 5:45 PM

44

The trees that will remain, the theme is cute, and how informal the play area are.

3/7/2019 5:37 PM

45

1. The long entry is great. Lots of roses, vins and trees will make this wonderfull all year for all
people. 2. Playground more int he center is great for the largest user of parks (kids and the mostly
moms that care for them). 3. No basketball or sporting space is good for equalizing the use of the
park. 4. Larger fitness area will be good opportunity for community to organize workout groups of
all ages and genders.

3/7/2019 5:14 PM

46

Lots of trees

3/7/2019 5:10 PM

47

It has a very prominent theme.

3/6/2019 9:50 PM

48

I like the fremont historical railroad theme. Adult gym. No BBQ as I don't want BBQ in the park.

3/6/2019 5:49 PM

Q8 What do you dislike about the Railroad Concept?
Answered: 48

Skipped: 20

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The open grassy area is smaller than the others, reducing the ability for multiple uses at the same
time. The adult fitness area fills too large a space to the right of the entrance. Reduce the size and
fill with more open area for wandering and running around. Or add the missing basketball court
here. Why are so many areas sunken? When it rains will the areas become unusable?

4/1/2019 8:28 AM

2

The kids play area is too close to the street. The are no formal play courts. The plaza seems
small. Passive lawn area at the back is safety concern.

3/31/2019 11:10 PM

3

kind of blah...lack of broader sports and varied areas which Rose had...seems just thrown down
without much creative thought

3/31/2019 9:39 PM

4

Wish it had basketball courts

3/31/2019 7:18 PM

5

The quiet space at the back can be used for as a basketball or tennis court

3/31/2019 1:30 AM

6

Nothing that I can see

3/30/2019 10:18 PM

7

Would like to see a mural or photos on the northeast side of the park (on that wall / building that
will remain).

3/30/2019 9:10 PM

8

Would the field for soccer include goals or just be an open grass area. Probably would prefer open
grass as opposed to have a fixed goal there, but both would be fine.

3/30/2019 6:07 PM

9

Nothing

3/30/2019 9:26 AM

10

Nothing.

3/30/2019 12:02 AM

11

Nothing, I like this a lot.

3/29/2019 9:39 PM

12

Playground could be more shaded

3/29/2019 7:28 PM

13

No basketball Court!! Our community need a basketball court.

3/29/2019 5:13 PM
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14

I feel that the spatial hierarchies haven't been figured out yet. While the wide strip wants to be the
central focus, I feel like the bean-shaped fitness and play areas are disproportionately larger and
too close to that area. While it's nice to have plenty of passive activities, I feel that the railroad idea
should engage more with the participants of the park.

3/29/2019 4:49 PM

15

Nothing.

3/29/2019 1:02 PM

16

Nothing to dislike

3/21/2019 11:10 PM

17

There is no basketball court

3/21/2019 8:34 PM

18

I dislike the idea of adult fitness area. They are not usable during inclement weather or at night.
The railroad entry is overbearing. I would like to see a large "skeletal" locomotive climbing
structure, very unusual visually and functional. The central gathering area takes too much out of
the open play area. The grassy areas should be contiguous. Saving the existing trees should be
reassessed.

3/21/2019 8:05 PM

19

nothing

3/21/2019 5:58 PM

20

Too many trees!

3/21/2019 5:22 PM

21

Not enough picnic tables. Party areas. No parking plan.

3/21/2019 5:00 PM

22

Play areas are combined? No basketball courts. Informal play area are restricted and no
designated picnic areas. Lot of space is just used for making it look pretty not usable space

3/21/2019 4:59 PM

23

No courts for any sports

3/16/2019 10:27 PM

24

a. only one main entry path b. prefer "central" gathering place to be more near the street & away
from the quiet area c. I have no need or desire for adult fitness area d.

3/16/2019 3:22 PM

25

no sport activity such as basketball court

3/12/2019 11:18 PM

26

The big straight pathway to the large round seating area in the middle. The pathway seems too
wide and huge. Would people really want to sit here? Use this area? Lots of concrete. Adult fitness
equipment in grass? Not sure this would work. The railroad with depot theme, not a fan, seems
like it dates the park, everyone does this.

3/9/2019 8:21 PM

27

Play area should not be so close to Dusterberry and Peralta. These streets are busy. Not sure the
railroad theme is appropriate/overused in Fremont. Doesn't Niles have the same theme in one of
their parks. The depot stops as just seating areas doesn't work.

3/9/2019 11:57 AM

28

Nothing

3/8/2019 11:57 PM

29

not as open. alot more adult fitness than kids play

3/8/2019 2:06 PM

30

Just the marking of the "informal soccer" field for reasons mentioned above

3/8/2019 12:02 PM

31

not enough differing areas

3/8/2019 10:38 AM

32

Nothing

3/8/2019 10:26 AM

33

Confusing

3/8/2019 9:53 AM

34

A place for the HOMELESS

3/8/2019 9:48 AM

35

1. Too many trees inside the park- does not give open line of sight. 2. May be trees around the
perimeter would be better 3. Please do consider removing the entrance from the Westminster
Circle side

3/8/2019 8:31 AM

36

Entryway wide open and I think could be a safety issue with where it is located. No bb court area

3/7/2019 11:40 PM

37

We want the basketball court

3/7/2019 10:15 PM

38

none

3/7/2019 9:37 PM

39

Group picnic area looks small and no shade, no bathrooms

3/7/2019 8:22 PM

40

Nothing specifc

3/7/2019 6:56 PM

41

Art piece looks like it may obstruct walking loop path

3/7/2019 6:29 PM

42

the spaces does not feel open. It feels very closed.

3/7/2019 5:45 PM

43

The adult fitness area is too big.

3/7/2019 5:37 PM

44

only one entrance.

3/7/2019 5:21 PM
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45

1. Don't care for the rail road depots, but if done well they could add to the park.

3/7/2019 5:14 PM

46

No water play area for summer fun

3/7/2019 5:10 PM

47

There is only one entry point to the park. The kids play area is lot closer to the roads. No play
courts in the design.

3/6/2019 9:50 PM

48

none

3/6/2019 5:49 PM

Q9 Any comments about the Railroad Concept?
Answered: 33

Skipped: 35

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The railroad concept is okay until the trains are moved out of Centerville, which is in the plans. I
don't think a "theme" is necessary for a park. How many other Fremont parks are themed?

4/1/2019 8:28 AM

2

Good theme and design but how useful is it in the long run. Better to spend money on things that
can be used like basketball or tennis courts.

3/31/2019 11:10 PM

3

Be sure viewing can be seen for quite a distance with no areas that disrupt vision for reasons of
criminal activity.

3/31/2019 7:18 PM

4

A merger of past and best use of area.

3/31/2019 1:30 AM

5

No

3/30/2019 10:18 PM

6

My husband expressed concern that more trees = more homeless sleeping in the park. Not sure
how to combat this, as the design of this park is centered around orchards as a main theme.

3/30/2019 9:10 PM

7

Excellent and ‘on the right track’!

3/29/2019 9:39 PM

8

Not preferred

3/29/2019 5:13 PM

9

While it may be a radical idea, I think it would be exciting to have a mini train that circumnavigates
the park where kids and parents may ride and circle the park.

3/29/2019 4:49 PM

10

If there could be an open plaza at the corner that would be good. I like this one the best because it
has more depth and flow in the design.

3/29/2019 1:02 PM

11

Great concept

3/21/2019 11:10 PM

12

A basketball court will be great for the community

3/21/2019 8:34 PM

13

SAVE PART OF THE BUILDINGS

3/21/2019 8:05 PM

14

It's my favorite

3/21/2019 5:58 PM

15

- Add motion sensor lighting - add trash cans - add signs of “No smoking, No trash”

3/21/2019 5:22 PM

16

I think we need to make the best use of this small space and not spend on theme and focus on
usability

3/21/2019 4:59 PM

17

Didnt like it

3/16/2019 10:27 PM

18

More trees needed at the perimeter of large grassy area to protect & shade quiet area since people
will sit there for some time.

3/16/2019 3:22 PM

19

1. Can Motion sensor floodlights be added to the plan ? 2. Can - “No smoking” signs be added to
the plan and also “No littering”

3/10/2019 7:37 AM

20

Aren't there other themes to explore?

3/9/2019 11:57 AM

21

Make sure to build in a way that homeless can't occupy.

3/9/2019 10:13 AM

22

I like this one the most

3/8/2019 11:57 PM

23

It just seems like the descriptions for this concept were more extensive/thought out/well written,
giving it an advantage over the other two concepts

3/8/2019 12:02 PM
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24

Its a great design with just 1 main entry point. Since it is not a very big park area multiple
entrances are not needed. It will be easier to keep track of young kids if there is only 1 entry and
exit point. The design utilizes the existing roads and streets which is a plus.

3/8/2019 10:26 AM

25

How about a simple Park without all the BS

3/8/2019 9:48 AM

26

I live in westminster, please don't plant any trees closer to my house backyard wall as it will affect
my wall.

3/7/2019 9:37 PM

27

Make the playground big with lots of things for all ages and include shade for them.

3/7/2019 8:22 PM

28

It is good and as per area.

3/7/2019 6:56 PM

29

This is my favorite design in terms of flow and placement of features and landscape elements. I
could see taking the best features from the other 2 designs and placing them within the context of
the overall design of this one.

3/7/2019 6:29 PM

30

Sweet nod to Fremont history.

3/7/2019 5:37 PM

31

This is okay

3/7/2019 5:10 PM

32

Please ensure that security is taken into consideration. The quiet area seems behind lot of trees
and kids are close to the streets.

3/6/2019 9:50 PM

33

I live in westminster and don't want any trees close to my backyard wall as I need sunlight. Please
remove the trees from the picture close to my home backyard wall. Instead it can be replaced with
small plant.

3/6/2019 5:49 PM

Q10 Any other comments?
Answered: 32

Skipped: 36

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Make sure there are benches along the walkway, some in the sun, some in the shade. Use the
coated metal benches of the material used on the tables at Always Dream. And amke sure the
benches have backs. Very important as people get older to have support. This goes throughout the
park. Make sure there are benches as well as seat walls for the different areas. concrete is very
cold, and uncomfortable to sit on for most people over 30 years old! What about drainage? There
are many areas described as sunken. What happens when it rains, and when the grass is
watered? Do not design the park so low areas stay wet and become unusable. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment and let's create a wonderful park for the community.

4/1/2019 8:28 AM

2

Please build the park faster while the excitement lasts.

3/31/2019 11:12 PM

3

I like Rose if we can take turf field from Sun and add to Rose....Rose was my favorite

3/31/2019 9:41 PM

4

Include a small skateboarding area (skate spot) into the design you choose

3/31/2019 8:50 AM

5

I would rank 1. Railroad (most preferred), 2. Rose garden 3. sunburst (least preferred)

3/31/2019 1:36 AM

6

The Railroad concept sounds wonderful.

3/30/2019 10:21 PM

7

Still interested in being of service in obtaining information, photos, etc.. related to the history of
Centerville. Find us at www.museumoflocalhistory.org. Thank you!

3/30/2019 9:15 PM

8

All plans look great!

3/30/2019 6:11 PM

9

Railroad concept is just exceptional, best cohesive theme and a sophisticated overall design.

3/29/2019 9:44 PM

10

I love the spatial and programmatic layout of the Rose Gate plan, yet I love the narrative of the
Railroad concept. If there was a way to merge the story of the railroad into the Rose Walk plan, I
think it would make a beautiful park that encompasses history, need, and community. There are
some elements of the Sunburst concept that I like such as the back of the lot design, yet it's not as
exciting as the other two plans. Overall, I would be happy with a diverse set of activities that would
relate to its historical values.

3/29/2019 4:54 PM

11

Any of these options would be great!

3/29/2019 4:19 PM
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12

I like the Railroad best, then a tie with the Sunburst and Rose Garden. The Railroad deisign with
the roses and starburst design and plaza at the corner would be best.

3/29/2019 1:03 PM

13

Sunburst is the best, forget the rest!

3/21/2019 11:12 PM

14

- Add motion sensor lighting - add trash cans - add signs of “No smoking, No trash”

3/21/2019 5:22 PM

15

Would rank Rose first, then Sunburst and the Railroad last

3/21/2019 5:06 PM

16

That's about the size of it! ~~Sonia (:-D)

3/16/2019 3:51 PM

17

Sunburst is my first choice

3/12/2019 11:19 PM

18

1. Can Motion sensor floodlights be added to the plan ? 2. Can - “No smoking” signs be added to
the plan and also “No littering”

3/10/2019 7:37 AM

19

Nope.

3/9/2019 8:23 PM

20

Good job. Looking forward to what comes next.

3/9/2019 11:58 AM

21

Good job

3/8/2019 11:58 PM

22

I don't like sunburst. thank you for your hard work!

3/8/2019 7:51 PM

23

As they are currently designed I vote in order, Railroad #1, Rose Garden #2, SuBurst #3

3/8/2019 12:04 PM

24

I like the idea of having an island of open space in what is destined to be a sea of large square
people warehouses. The biggest problem I have with the whole project is that it will be under
utilized by the people it is designed to benefit. The space is only usable in dry weather during
daylight hours. It seems a shame do demolish all of the structures that are currently standing on
the property. The buildings or even one of the buildings would far better serve the people living in
the area as a community center. A building could be used for indoor activities during rainy weather
and in the evenings during short winter days. The buildings could be used for dozens of purposes
including indoor sports and small to large group gatherings for any purpose. The City of Fremont
needs to rethink this project.

3/8/2019 11:17 AM

25

Strongly support the railroad concept as it truly captures Fremont's railroad theme

3/8/2019 10:31 AM

26

To much for a small park!!!

3/8/2019 9:50 AM

27

Please consider removing the entrance from the Westminster Circle

3/8/2019 7:42 AM

28

Please include fensed dog park.

3/7/2019 11:15 PM

29

I would like to see some habitat garden. We have lost so much insect and pollinator habitat to
development and it would be nice to return some habitat back to them.

3/7/2019 6:32 PM

30

Please plant lots of trees that grow to be large. It's more than worth the maintenance cost.

3/7/2019 5:15 PM

31

Fremont has too much wide open fields, and not enough water features (e.g. sprinklers, etc).
These park concepts perpetuate that situation.

3/7/2019 5:11 PM

32

I like the railroad concept more. I don't want basketball court and BBQ

3/6/2019 5:56 PM
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